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You can use coconut oil for cleaning, cooking, pores and skin health, and a 130 other things covered in
this publication. The benefits of coconut oil have already been known by the Tokelauan people for a
thousand years. These islanders in the South Pacific obtain the majority of their daily nutrition from
coconuts and consume more fats than anyone else on earth. Yet they are built like Olympic athletes.
Among them, heart disease, diabetes, allergies and other modern illnesses of civilization are unusual.In
the Coconut Oil Nourishment Book, you will tap into the trick of the islanders and learn to use coconut oil
to lessen cholesterol, lower the risk of cardiovascular disease, reduce hair thinning and lines and wrinkles,
lose weight plus much more through the use of coconut oil in various ways.I was introduced to coconuts
and coconut essential oil by a Tokelauan guy about twenty years ago.s covered:As to why coconut oil is
so beneficial30 delicious coconut oil recipes for your health130 applications of coconut oil other than
cookingWhich kind of coconut oil to buy and where you might get itHow to use coconut oil to protect
your hair and reduce hair lossWhy our ancestors didn't get heart disease or diabetesWhy the saturated fats
in coconut oil are healthyWhy most of our normal food is harmful to usA lot more! Coconut Oil - The
Secret to Health From The PacificHere can be an summary of what’ Coconut oil helps you to save you a
huge selection of dollars on skin care products, many of that have coconut oil as an active ingredient,
anyway. It had been an epiphany in my own life, as the secret to great nutrition was revealed to me. Back
then, my family was overweight, and I was a chubby kid. I have already been using coconut oil ever
since.Get this book and sign up for thousands of some people that have used the data of coconut oil to
lose excess weight and live healthy lives. Switching from butter and margarine to coconut oil causes an
immediate wellness improvement and induces weight loss without changing anything else in your
life.Find out 130 Uses For Coconut Oil To Improve Your HealthDelicious Recipes and Applications of
Coconut Essential oil To Reduce Hair Loss, Lower Cholesterol, Lose Weight and far MoreDear
friend,Coconut essential oil is among the healthiest foods on earth.Coconut essential oil is a chemical
free, natural product.DO YOU WANT TO Know More? Today, I'm a health coach and martial artist, in
huge part because of the humble coconut. Simply scroll up and click the BUY button to immediately
download the Coconut Oil Nutrition Book-----Tags: coconut oil, coconuts, coconut oil quality recipes,
coconut oil miracle, coconut oil for hair thinning, coconut oil for heart disease, cholesterol, coconut
essential oil to lower cholesterol, coconut oil for diabetes, coconut oil for thyroid, coconut oil for weight
loss, coconut oil diet, coconut oil nutrition
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Congrats to Patrick for such a well-written and well-researched book! Coconut oil has recently become
'the ultimate treatment' for most people worldwide incuding 'massive' kindle publishers. I've seen a large
number of ebooks known as 'coconut cure' or something equivalent with a word 'cure' in it, haha, that
were just a repetition of a thing that can be easily found on-line and so I was a little bit sceptical when I
noticed this book. Five Stars i really like it dose good on my skin Love all the great thoughts for using
coconut oil Love all of the great thoughts for using coconut essential oil.)- The author shares his personal
experiences as for healthy life style and life-style transformation- The quality recipes are extremely wellwritten( just like the whole reserve), well-explained and really engaging- There are plenty of recipes that I
have never even heard of( even though We am aroma therapist and spa therapist and use plenty of oils
everyday- I did so learn a lot from this book) and the author really did a great work on researching some
information that can't be just learned from our older uncle google. I've currently tried several listed in the
book and can't wait around to try even more!His remarks on healthy diet were just brilliant! This reserve
isn't just about coco:)! I'm quite a long time user of coconut oil When my hubby was in the Coast Guard
in the first '60's he became friends with a Polynesian man. But the writer also warns us about over use.
Knowing which oils are best really makes a difference! Andy convinced us his folks have survived on
coconut products for centuries and it was still a staple in his nation that people used every day. He was
exceptionally healthy and I have to say everything he cooked using coconut tasted excellent. I love the
smoothies and my breakfast offers just gotten better with brand-new coconut elements put into the
mix.The book does a great job explaining the perceived problems with coconuts as a food source that
stem from poor medical research in the 1990s. There have been numerous research showing why no
matter that coconut oil is a saturated unwanted fat. It's a brief read, however the information presented is
awesome. They wished to encourage the use of corn oil and vegetable oil to prop up farmers in the
US.Coconut oil isn't just for eating. I've got eczema on my scalp for years. When it gets really itchy, cure
with warm coconut essential oil is the only relief open to me. What's therefore amazing is that coconut
essential oil is economical due to the multi-purpose use. We've popcorn and a film night once a week and
I cannot wait to try out this afterwards this week. We may even move our film night up a time or two!
Never would have thought of it - loved it! I came to this book mainly because a coconut cooking food
virgin and I left it a coconut convert. The book is really well crafted and interesting.I’m uncertain how the
writer got me thinking about coconuts but he certainly managed it. That is a good product and I can't say
enough good things about it. It looks like the Tokelauan people and the Eskimos are on a higher dosis
satured fat diet plan and yet are healthy! Choose the coconut! The writer reveals many misconceptions
about coconuts and foods generally The author teaches us many methods to make our health better by
understanding the power of the coconut.I’d definitely recommend this book to anybody since it allows
you to improve your health actually quickly. Well this reserve definitely helps me carrying out that!After
that it goes onto look at some completely delicious dishes:Banana Coconut Crepe - under no
circumstances would have thought of it - loved it! Btw - There are also lots of delicious recipes here. I also
love this book. At the time, coconut essential oil was considered an awful product and we were urged to
avoid it.In this book, the author covers all of the possible applications, health advantages and tested
recipes for coconut oil and in addition shows you how you can include this oil into your kitchen! If you
saw a little bit of my content material, you might already know that I’m always looking for easy methods
to improve my wellness. And besides, you get to eat something delicious (I know you like
coconut)!"Don’t embark on a diet, instead have an excellent diet »Patrick Smith Delicious First of almost
all, I have to reveal that I love coconut. Usually have. I love coconut milk, coconut smells, coconut
smoothies, coconut rice, pina coladas (virgin of course) and the rest coconut."Different satured fats,
behave in different ways": Although we’re told that these body fat are harmful, it seems that it’s not true
for each of these. This book gets down to the nitty gritty of coconuts and all it's amazing benefits. It not

only tells you what coconut can perform for you personally, it explains it to enable you to understand its'
benefits. He found our home and cooked several meals for all of us using coconut essential oil and
coconut products. The author explains the proper quantities to keep us healthy and happy. The writer
doesn't suggest that anyone go on a diet, The author shows that we have a healthy diet. That is powerful
words and a robust way to think. Being truly a medical student, I found this book extremely interesting. I
was blown away!I've used coconut products ever since in every forms, from clean to unsweetened
coconut, to coconut milk, drinking water, and oil. Five Stars great recipes! Useful reference for an all
natural health strategy using coconut oil. Thank you A Must Have/Read I simply received my book
yesterday. I've also go through reports that the government desired to discourage the usage of coconut
essential oil because there is no coconut oil stated in this country. It's reader friendly & it covers every
aspect that Coconut oil can be used for.We love popcorn and I cannot believe we haven't thought of
using coconut oil when popping corn. Purchase it you will not be disappointed! But now after reading it I
could tell you I would recommend it, i want to just mention several reasons why:- The author is
passionate about this issue and it is not really another coconut book that reads like wikipedia( thanks a lot
Lord for that!Overall, a fantastic browse, really informative and I will have a look at more work out of this
author. Coconut oil guide Precisely what I nice wanted! Four Stars good Thorough All you need to know,
excellent source with remedies, recipes.!! Five Stars Great book!
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